Response to Referee #1

Over all comment:

I am sorry to post a very negative review for this paper. The reason is that the work and results are very interesting and try to fill a gap in observation of RSD in a tropical environment. However, I tried to read the paper, but the quality of the language is too low to ensure a thorough review. It is not the duty of a reviewer to polish the text for grammar flaws. Without polishing the text is unreadable, at least in my opinion. The rejection is meant to have the authors completely reconsider the text and polish the grammar and style. I strongly encourage a resubmission after language polishing.

Reply: We are thankful to the reviewer for providing encouraging and positive opinion on our research results. Proper care has been taken in modifying the complete manuscript in terms of grammar and polishing the text. We hope our revised version of the manuscript is now suitable for the review process.
Response to referee #2

Overall comment:
The paper “Microphysical features of typhoon and non-typhoon rainfall observed in Taiwan, an island in the northwest Pacific”, by Janapati and co-workers, presents a study based on disdrometric data, aiming to describe precipitation characteristics in case of rain produced by Typhoons over Taiwan. A large Joss-Waldvogel (2009-2017) disdrometer dataset is separated in Typhoon and no-Typhoon samples, that are analysed to highlight similarity and differences between the two subsets, also considering other data such as reanalysis and weather radar data. The subject is interesting and the Authors did a significant work in processing such a large amount of data. However, I think that the manuscript should go under a major revision, for a number of reasons that I list below.

Response: We are grateful to the reviewer for providing constructive and positive comments on our manuscript. We tried to modify our manuscript as per the reviewer’s suggestions, and the responses to individual comments are given below.

Specific comments:

1. First, the writing is extremely poor: in many cases the reader cannot understand the text. I suggest a deep language revision of the manuscript.

Response: We thank the reviewer for this comment. We have thoroughly modified the complete manuscript to minimize the grammatical errors, and the revised version of the manuscript is submitted.

2. Second, the J-W disdrometer has a number of known deficiencies (see Tokay A, Kruger A, Krajewski WF. Comparison of drop size distribution measurements by impact and optical disdrometers. J Appl Meteor 2001;40:2083–97 among many others), especially in case of heavy rain, that should be reported and discussed in detail.

Response: We are thankful to the reviewer for providing this comment. We have done some quality control of the JWD data before using it for further analysis. However, we didn’t mention it in the initial version. A brief description of the JWD deficiencies and the JWD data quality control is provided (as given below) in the revised manuscript (second paragraph of section 2: lines 122-138).

“The JWD has its advantage and disadvantages over the other disdrometers (Lee and 122 Zawadzki, 2005;McFarquhar and List, 1993;Sauvageot and Lacaux, 1995;Sheppard, 1990;Sheppard and Joe, 1994;Tokay et al., 2001;Tokay et al., 2013). For instance, JWD can’t measure fall velocity; hence, to evaluate the RSD parameters from the JWD, we assumed that raindrops reach the ground with terminal velocity. Further, in heavy rainfall events, the JWD measures the spurious values for the raindrops of diameter < 1 mm, and it was named as the
dead-time of the instrument. To deal with the dead-time of the JWD, the manufacturer provided an error correction multiplication matrix based on a correction scheme from Sheppard and Joe (1994). However, as the JWD can’t record any drops for the first three to four channels in heavy rainfall events, the multiplicative matrix algorithm does not increase the counts when the channel has no drops (Tokay & Short, 1996; Tokay et al., 2001); hence, in this study, we didn’t apply the dead-time correction to the JWD data. On top of that, 1-min RSD samples with raindrops count < 10 and rainfall rate < 0.1 mm h⁻¹ were discarded (Tokay & Short, 1996). The daily rainfall accumulations from the JWD are related to the collocated rain gauge for both TY and NTY rain regimes and are illustrated with scatter plots in Fig.2. Strong correlations between JWD and rain gauge measurements for both TY and NTY days provide the trustworthiness of the JWD data for further analysis”.

3. The analysis of CAPE, water vapour and temperature profiles seems a bit out of context here. The paper deals with precipitation microphysical structure and these environmental quantities are not so relevant to the whole analysis. I suggest to drop this part of the work.

Response: We thank the reviewer for this comment. In the initial version of the manuscript (line nos.127-129) we mentioned

“Along with the disdrometer data, remote-sensing (TRMM and MODIS) and reanalysis (ERA-interim) data sets are used to elucidate the typhoon and non-typhoon rainy days' microphysical characteristics”, and this typographic error is rectified by modified this sentence as

“In addition to disdrometer data, remote-sensing (TRMM and MODIS) and reanalysis (ERA-interim) data sets are used to elucidate the thermodynamical and microphysical characteristics that are accountable for the possible disparities in RSDs between TY and NTY rainfall.” at line no. 149-152 of the revised manuscript

As we tried to report the thermodynamical and microphysical processes that are responsible for the RSDs variations between typhoon and non-typhoon rainy days, we continue to keep this part of the work in the revised version too. We once again thank the reviewer in understanding our reasoning for not dropping this section in the revised manuscript.

The conclusions are very weak and should be more deep, reporting main results, and not simply saying “.: .: :relations were different for TY and NTY rainfall”. There is a recent paper by Bao and co-workers (Distinct Raindrop Size Distributions of Convective Inner-A Rand OuterAR Rainband Rain in Typhoon Maria (2018), Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres, 125, e2020JD032482. https://doi.org/10.1029/2020JD032482) that can be useful to comment some result. Please, put the right units for all the entries in the tables.
Response: We are grateful to the review for providing this comment. We tried to enhance the conclusion section by providing more details in the summary and conclusion section of the revised manuscript (as given below at line no. 391-415).

“Raindrop size distributions (RSDs) of typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) days have been analyzed using long-term (2004-2016) disdrometer measurements from north Taiwan. Along with disdrometer data, other auxiliary (remote-sensing, re-analysis, and ground-based radar) data sets have been used to elucidate the feasible mechanisms liable for the distinctions in RSDs concerning TY and NTY rainfall. The NTY days have more big size drops and less small size drops than TY days, resulting in larger $D_m$ and smaller $N_w$ values in NTY days. Likelihood for the diverse microphysical processes between TY and NTY rainfall is exemplified by exclusive separation in TY and NTY rainfall normalized raindrop spectra at $D/D_m > 2$. The classification of RSDs to varying rainfall rates and precipitation (stratiform and convective) regimes clearly show smaller $D_m$ and larger $N_w$ values in TY than NTY days. The percentage contribution of large (small and mid-size) drops to $N_t$ and $R$ is lower (higher) in TY than NTY rainfall. For both TY and NTY rainy days, stratiform precipitations $D_m$ and $N_w$ values are smaller than the maritime and continental clusters, while, convective precipitations $D_m$ values are approximately within the range of maritime clusters. The rainfall kinetic energy and intensity ($KE_{time-R}$ and $KE_{mm-R}$) relations evaluated for both TY and NTY rainy days reveal greater performance of power relation than other types, and confirms to use power form of $KE-R$ relations in assessing the rainfall erosivity factor for TY and NTY rainfall events. The enumerated $Z-R$, $D_m-R$, $N_w-R$, $KE_{time-R}$, $KE_{mm-R}$, and $KE_{mm-D_m}$ relations showed profound diversity between TY and NTY rainfall and substantiate the significance of adopting precipitation specific empirical relations in evaluating the rainfall rate and kinetic energy values. Overall, present study confirms that relatively higher convective activity with drier conditions in NTY than TY days significantly wedged the disparities in RSDs with dissimilar microphysical processes. The current observational outcomes could benefit in appraising the radar precipitation estimation algorithms, cloud modeling, and rainfall erosivity in north Taiwan for TY and NTY rainfall events.”

The discussion on Bao et al. (2020) results is provided in the introduction (section 1 at line no. 46-50) and results (section 3.2: line no. 240-245, and Section 3.4: line no. 299-301) sections of the revised manuscript.

“Owing to the aforementioned implications of RSDs, ample literature exists on RSDs for spatial, seasonal (Thompson et al., 2015;Jayalakshmi and Reddy, 2014;Seela et al., 2017;Seela et al., 2018;Krishna et al., 2016;Seela et al., 2016) variations, storm to storm, within the storm (Kumari et al., 2014;Maki et al., 2001;Jung et al., 2012;Bao et al., 2020;Janapati et al., 2017), and different precipitations (Tokay and Short, 1996;Krishna et al., 2016).”
“As can be seen from Fig. 7a, with the increase in rainfall rate class, $D_m$ values increase for both TY and NTY rainfall, which is due to a raise in large size drops concentration and a reduction in small drops concentration (Rosenfeld and Ulbrich, 2003; Krishna et al., 2016), and similar finding were noticed by previous researchers for both tropical cyclones and non-tropical cyclones rainfall (Bao et al., 2020; Deo and Walsh, 2016; Jayalakshmi and Reddy, 2014; Radhakrishna and Narayana Rao, 2010).”

“The current TY rainfall $Z$–$R$ relations show disparity with the other locations tropical cyclones rainfall relations (Bao et al., 2020; Wen et al., 2018; Janapati et al., 2020).”

Missed units for second column parameter (rain rate threshold) of Table 1 are provided in the revised manuscript as mm h$^{-1}$. 
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Abstract.

Information about the raindrop size distribution (RSD) is vital to comprehend the precipitation microphysics, improve the rainfall estimation algorithms, and appraise the rainfall erosivity. Previous research has revealed that the RSD exhibits diversity with geographical location and weather type, which perpetrates to assess the region and weather-specific RSDs. Based on long-term (2004 to 2016) disdrometer measurements in north Taiwan, this study pursued to demonstrate the RSD aspects of summer seasons that were bifurcated into two weather systems, namely typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall. The results show a higher concentration of small drops and a lower concentration of big-size drops in TY compared to NTY rainfall, and this behavior persisted even after characterizing the RSDs into different rainfall rate classes. RSDs expressed in gamma parameters show higher mass-weighted mean diameter ($D_m$) and lower normalized intercept parameter ($N_w$) values in NTY than TY rainfall. Forbye, sorting of these two weather systems (TY and NTY rainfall) into stratiform and convective regimes did reveal a large $D_m$ in NTY than the TY rainfall. The RSD empirical relations used in the valuation of rainfall rate ($Z–R$, $D_m–R$, and $N_w–R$) and rainfall kinetic energy ($KE–R$, and $KE–D_m$) were enumerated for TY and NTY rainfall, and they exhibited profound diversity between these two weather systems. Attrbutions of RSD variability between the TY and NTY rainfall to the thermo-dynamical and microphysical processes are elucidated with the aid of reanalysis, remote-sensing, and ground-based datasets.

**Keywords:** typhoons, non-typhoons, disdrometer, rainfall kinetic energy, north Taiwan
1. Introduction

Taiwan, an island in the northwest Pacific, has complex topography with an outspread from south to north, with an average elevation of about 2 km and peaks of ~ 4 km. The East China Sea bounds Taiwan in the north, the Philippine Sea in the east, Luzon Strait in the south, and the South China Sea in the southwest. This island is affected by two monsoon regimes: southwesterly monsoon (May to August) and northeasterly monsoon (September to April), and these two monsoon regimes were further categorized into winter (December to February), spring (March to April), mei-yu (mid-May to mid-June), summer (mid-June to August), typhoon (May to October), and autumn (September to November) seasons (Chen and Chen, 2003). Among the above-mentioned seasons, the summer seasons, exclusively associated with thunderstorms and typhoons, have intense precipitation than other seasons. Despite reports on the rainfall individualities of different seasons and weather systems in Taiwan (Chen et al., 1999; Chen et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2010; Chen and Chen, 2011; Liang et al., 2017; Tu and Chou, 2013), few attempts were made to explicate rain microphysical aspects, exclusively the RSD characteristics.

The RSDs aid in diverse fields like meteorology, hydrology and remote sensing, and afford an insight into the precipitation microphysics (Rosenfeld and Ulbrich, 2003). Characterization of RSDs offers the opportunity to design radar rainfall estimation algorithms (Ryzhkov and Zrnić, 1995), improve the cloud modeling parameterization (McFarquhar et al., 2015), assess the rainfall erosivity relations (Janapati et al., 2019), validate the remote sensing instruments (Liao et al., 2014; Nakamura and Iguchi, 2007), and appraise the rain attenuations (Chen et al., 2011). Owing to the aforementioned implications of RSDs, ample literature exists on RSDs for spatial, seasonal (Thompson et al., 2015; Jayalakshmi and Reddy, 2014; Seela et al.,
variations, storm to storm, within the storm (Kumari et al., 2014; Maki et al., 2001; Jung et al., 2012; Bao et al., 2020; Janapati et al., 2017), and different precipitations (Tokay and Short, 1996; Krishna et al., 2016).

Investigations on RSDs have been escalating to illuminate the hydrological (Lin and Chen, 2012; Lu et al., 2008; Janapati et al., 2019; Chang et al., 2017) and microphysical characteristics (Chu and Su, 2008; Jung et al., 2012; Seela et al., 2017; Seela et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2019; Janapati et al., 2020) of diverse precipitating clouds in Taiwan. For instance, Chu and Su (2008) reconnoitered the slope-shape relations for seven precipitation events related to four different weather systems in north Taiwan, and they showed that the derived $\mu$–$\Lambda$ relation was independent of the gamma RSD moment order. Measurements of a squall line in south Taiwan with ground-based radar and disdrometer revealed that the $D_m$ values in the squall line's convective precipitation were higher than the maritime clusters (Jung et al., 2012). Chang et al. (2009) analyzed the RSDs of landfall typhoons in north Taiwan, and they opinioned that the interaction of typhoons with Taiwan’s complex terrain resulted in the RSDs intermediate to maritime and continental clusters. The comparison study of summer seasons’ RSDs between Taiwan and Palau Islands by Seela et al. (2017) revealed more large drops in Taiwan than Palau, and they contended that deeply extended convective clouds with more aerosols in Taiwan resulted in the differences between these two Islands. With the aid of long-term disdrometer measurements for summer and winter seasons in north Taiwan, Seela et al. (2018) noticed a profound disparities in RSDs between these two seasons, and they established the attribution of RSDs differences to the microphysical processes concomitant with deep convective clouds in summer and warm clouds in winter. Furthermore, investigations on microphysical features of six
seasons (winter, spring, mei-yu, summer, typhoon, and autumn) in north Taiwan divulged the highest mean $D_m$ values in the summer and highest concentration ($\log_{10}N_w$) in the winter (Lee et al., 2019). A recent study on Indian and Pacific Ocean tropical cyclones manifested higher $D_m$ values in Pacific Ocean tropical cyclones than the Indian Ocean tropical cyclones (Janapati et al., 2020).

Efforts have been performed to reveal the RSDs characteristics of tropical cyclones and non-tropical cyclones in India, Australia, China, and Japan (Radhakrishna and Narayana Rao, 2010; Kumar and Reddy, 2013; Deo and Walsh, 2016; Chen et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2017). Analysis of tropical cyclones and non-tropical cyclones RSDs in Gadanki (Radhakrishna and Narayana Rao, 2010) and Kadapa (Kumar and Reddy, 2013) unveiled a higher concentration of small drops in tropical cyclones than the non-tropical cyclones. In Australia, Deo and Walsh (2016) illustrated the tropical cyclones and non-tropical cyclones RSDs and demonstrated higher $D_m$ values in non-tropical cyclones than tropical cyclones rainfall. From the 2DVD measurements in East China, Chen et al. (2017) appraised the polarimetric radar variables for typhoons, Mei-yu, and squall line precipitations, and they revealed discrete alterations among these weather systems. Over south China, distinct differences in rain integral parameters of typhoons and squall lines were perceived by Zhang et al. (2019), and they concluded that it is essential to adopt precipitation specific rainfall estimators. Examination of typhoons and mei-yu season RSDs in Japan affirmed maritime behavior in typhoons and continental behavior in mei-yu rainfall (Chen et al., 2019).
In contempt of investigations on the typhoon and non-typhoon weather systems’ rainfall characteristics (Chen and Chen, 2011; Tu and Chou, 2013), the microphysical features, especially the summer seasons’ RSDs (explicitly segregated to typhoon and non-typhoon weather systems) are yet to be documented for the Taiwan region. On this account, this study sought to address the following objectives: 1. To investigate alike or unalike individualities of RSDs between the typhoon and non-typhoon rainfall, 2. To identify comparable/unrelated features of typhoon and non-typhoon rainfall to the previous studies, 3. quantification of rainfall rate and rainfall kinetic energy relations, 4. To discern conceivable rationale for peculiarities in the RSDs between typhoon and non-typhoon rainfall events. In this context, to address the aforementioned objectives for the typhoons and non-typhoons rainfall, long-term disdrometer, radar, remote-sensing, and re-analysis data sets were used.

2. Data sets used

Taiwan geographic map with National Central University (NCU) (24° 58’ N, 121° 10’ E) site (indicated with a filled green circle), where the Joss–Waldvogel disdrometer (JWD) (Joss and Waldvogel, 1969) measurements were conducted [for the summer season (16 June to -31 August) rainy days of the years 2004 to 2016], is shown in Fig.1. The disdrometer measurements in summer seasons were further classified into a typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) regimes. In identifying the rainfall amounts of typhoons over Taiwan, previous studies adopted different criteria (Tu and Chou, 2013; Chu et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2010). For instance, if a typhoon was invaded the rectangular grid box of 21°-26° N and 119°-125° E (Chu et al., 2007) or 19.5°-27.5° and 117.5°-124.5° E (Chen et al., 2010) or 18°-29.5° N and 116°-126° E (Tu and Chou, 2013), the corresponding rain in Taiwan was selected as typhoon induced rain. On the other hand, in the
current study, precipitation at the NCU disdrometer site was considered as typhoon-induced rain when the typhoon center was \( \leq 500 \) km from the disdrometer (Janapati et al., 2019), and the rest of the rainy days in summer seasons were categorized as NTY rainy days. With this condition, a total number of 59 TY rainy days (hereafter TY days) and 131 NTY rainy days (hereafter NTY days) were recorded by the NCU JWD from 2004 to 2016 (excluding 2008 and 2009 years).

The JWD has its advantage and disadvantages over the other disdrometers (Lee and Zawadzki, 2005; McFarquhar and List, 1993; Sauvageot and Lacaux, 1995; Sheppard, 1990; Sheppard and Joe, 1994; Tokay et al., 2001; Tokay et al., 2013). For instance, JWD can’t measure fall velocity; hence, to evaluate the RSD parameters from the JWD, we assumed that raindrops reach the ground with terminal velocity. Further, in heavy rainfall events, the JWD measures the spurious values for the raindrops of diameter \(< 1\) mm, and it was named as the dead-time of the instrument. To deal with the dead-time of the JWD, the manufacturer provided an error correction multiplication matrix based on a correction scheme from Sheppard and Joe (1994). However, as the JWD can’t record any drops for the first three to four channels in heavy rainfall events, the multiplicative matrix algorithm does not increase the counts when the channel has no drops (Tokay & Short, 1996; Tokay et al., 2001); hence, in this study, we didn’t apply the dead-time correction to the JWD data. On top of that, 1-min RSD samples with raindrops count \(< 10\) and rainfall rate \(< 0.1 \) mm h\(^{-1}\) were discarded (Tokay & Short, 1996). The daily rainfall accumulations from the JWD are related to the collocated rain gauge for both TY and NTY rain regimes and are illustrated with scatter plots in Fig.2. Strong correlations between JWD and rain gauge measurements for both TY and NTY days provide the trustworthiness of the JWD data for further analysis.
The rain/RSD parameters like raindrop concentration $N(D)$ (mm$^{-1}$ m$^{-3}$), radar reflectivity factor $Z$ (mm$^6$ m$^{-3}$), liquid water content $W$ (g m$^{-3}$), rainfall rate $R$ (mm h$^{-1}$), total number concentration $N_t$ (m$^{-3}$), normalized intercept parameter, $N_w$ (m$^{-3}$ mm$^{-1}$), shape parameter $\mu$ (-), slope parameter $\Lambda$ (mm$^{-1}$), and mass-weighted mean diameter $D_m$ (mm) are estimated from the JWD measurements. The formulations for these rain/RSD parameters are detailed in Seela et al. (2017); Seela et al. (2018); Tokay et al. (2001); Bringi et al. (2003); Tokay and Short (1996). In addition to rain parameters, the rainfall kinetic energy ($KE$), which can be expressed in $KE$ flux ($KE_{time}$, in J m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$) and $KE$ content ($KE_{mm}$, J m$^{-2}$ mm$^{-1}$) were computed for TY and NTY rainfall using the procedures of Fornis et al. (2005); Salles et al. (2002); van Dijk et al. (2002).

In addition to disdrometer data, remote-sensing (TRMM and MODIS) and reanalysis (ERA-interim) data sets are used to elucidate the thermodynamical and microphysical characteristics that are accountable for the possible disparities in RSDs between TY and NTY rainfall. Bright band and storm heights from TRMM satellite (2A23 data product) (Iguchi et al., 2000; Kummerow et al., 2001), cloud effective radii of liquid and ice particles from MODIS satellite (MOD08_D3 data product) (Platnick et al., 2015; Remer et al., 2005; Nakajima and King, 1989), water vapor, convective available potential energy (CAPE), relative humidity and temperature profiles from ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011) are considered for TY and NTY rainfall. Both remote-sensing and reanalysis data sets are interpolated to 0.125° × 0.125° over the disdrometer site. A brief description of these data sets can be found in Seela et al. (2018); Janapati et al. (2020).
Besides remote-sensing and re-analysis data sets, the radar reflectivity profiles from radars mosaic are used to reveal TY and NTY rainfall characteristics. The Z profiles were obtained from the six ground-based radars, and the locations of these radars are depicted with red triangles in Fig. 1. Over the JWD site, the reflectivity profiles available for the period of 2005-2014 are used, and further details on Taiwan radar reflectivity mosaic can be found in Chang et al. (2020).

3. Observational Results

The quality controlled JWD data showed 23074 and 20368 minutes of RSD samples, respectively, for TY and NTY rainfall, and the mean raindrops concentrations of these two weather systems are depicted in Fig. 2. In this work, raindrops of diameter greater than 3 mm, 1–3 mm, and less than 1 mm are named, respectively, as large, mid, and small drops (Tokay et al., 2008; Seela et al., 2018). As illustrated in Fig. 3a, perceivable segregation between TY and NTY rainfall RSDs can be seen with more large drops in NTY than the TY rainfall. Given the dependency of raindrop concentration on rainfall rate, it is formidable to interpret alterations between TY and NTY rainfall RSD from Fig. 3a. Consequently, we implemented the normalization procedure (Testud et al., 2001), which is independent of the shape of the observed raindrop spectra, to the TY and NTY RSDs. For TY and NTY rainfall, the drop diameter ($D$, mm) and raindrop concentrations [$N(D)$, mm$^{-1}$ m$^{-3}$] are normalized, respectively, by mass-weighted mean diameter ($D_m$, mm) and normalized intercept parameter ($N_w$, mm$^{-1}$ m$^{-3}$), and these normalized RSDs are illustrated in Fig. 3b. A remarkable departure in the normalized RSDs spectra between NTY and TY rainfall (for $D/D_m > 2$) insinuates that divergent microphysical processes were involved in these two weather systems.
For TY and NTY rainfall, the probability density functions (PDFs) are evaluated for $D_m$ (mass-weighted mean diameter in mm), $\log_{10} N_w$ ($N_w$ is normalized intercept parameter in mm$^{-1}$ m$^{-3}$), $\log_{10} R$ ($R$ is rainfall rate in mm h$^{-1}$), and $\log_{10} W$ ($W$ is the liquid water content in g m$^{-3}$) and are depicted in Fig. 4. Fig. 4a demonstrates the PDF of $D_m$ in NTY rainfall has higher distribution than TY rainfall for $D_m > 1.7$ mm. The $\log_{10} N_w$ ($\log_{10} R$) PDF distribution shows peak values around 3.7 (0.3) and 3.4 (0), respectively, for TY and NTY rainfall (Fig. 4b). The PDF of $\log_{10} W$ shows a higher percentage at lower $\log_{10} W$ values ($\log_{10} W < -1$) in NTY rainfall, and a higher percentage at higher $\log_{10} W$ values ($\log_{10} W > -1$) in TY rainfall (Fig. 4d). Further, a statistical (Student’s t-test) test executed for these four parameters ($D_m$, $\log_{10} N_w$, $\log_{10} R$, and $\log_{10} W$) features the rejection of the null hypothesis at 0.05 and 0.01 significance levels.

3.1 Contribution of raindrop diameters to $N_t$ and $R$

The contributions of raindrop diameter classes (diameter < 1 mm, 1–2 mm, 2–3 mm, 3–4 mm, and 4–5 mm) to $N_t$ (m$^{-3}$) and $R$ (mm h$^{-1}$) for TY and NTY rainfall are shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen in Fig.5a & b, for both TY and NTY rainfall, with the increase of drop diameter classes, contribution to total number concentration decreases, while that of rainfall rate increases and then lessens, and such peculiarities were noticed by previous researchers on tropical cyclones (Chen et al., 2019) and summer season rainfall (Wu et al., 2019). For both TY and NTY rainfall, small size drops (< 1 mm) grant to large number concentration (> 70%) and about 10% to rainfall rate. For both TY and NTY rainfall, raindrops with diameter 1–2 mm afford around 20% to number concentration; nonetheless, these raindrops (1–2 mm) yield around 60% (55%) to rainfall rate for TY (NTY) rainfall. The contribution of raindrops with diameters 2–3
mm to number concentration is negligible, and the rainfall rate is above 20% for both TY and NTY rainfall. Fig. 5a&b emphasize the predominant contribution of small (< 1 mm) and mid-size drops (1−3 mm) to total number concentration and rainfall rate than large drops. The occurrence percentages of \( N_t \) (m\(^{-3}\)) (\( \left[ \left( N_t \right)_{TY} \text{ or } \left( N_t \right)_{NTY} / \left( \left( N_t \right)_{TY} + \left( N_t \right)_{NTY} \right) \right] \times 100 \)) and \( R \) (mm h\(^{-1}\)) (\( \left[ \left( R \right)_{TY} \text{ or } \left( R \right)_{NTY} / \left( \left( R \right)_{TY} + \left( R \right)_{NTY} \right) \right] \times 100 \)) at different diameter classes are illustrated, respectively, in Fig.5c and Fig.5d. For the first three drop diameter classes (< 1 mm, 1−2 mm, 2−3 mm), the \( N_t \) (m\(^{-3}\)) percentages are predominant in TY than NTY rainfall, and in contrast, for large drops (> 3 mm), the \( N_t \) (m\(^{-3}\)) percentages are higher in NTY than TY rainfall. Similar to the \( N_t \) (m\(^{-3}\)), the rainfall rate percentages are higher in TY than NTY rainfall for small and mid-size drops, and an opposite feature can be seen for large drops (> 3 mm).

3.2 Segregation of RSDs based on rainfall rates

To further explore the discrepancies between TY and NTY rainfall RSDs, we segregate the TY and NTY RSDs into seven rainfall rate classes (as given in Table 1) using the below-mentioned grouping criteria. The data points in each rainfall rate category should be sufficiently large in TY and NTY rainfall, and for each category, the mean values of rainfall rates should be nearly equal between these two weather systems (TY and NTY rainfall) (Jayalakshmi and Reddy, 2014; Deo and Walsh, 2016; Seela et al., 2017). Statistical values of these seven rainfall rate categories are specified in Table 1 for TY and NTY rainfall. As depicted in the table, the mean values of rainfall rates are nearly equal between these two weather systems (TY and NTY). Excluding fourth and fifth rainfall rate class (C4 and C5), the skewness values are excessive in NTY than TY rainfall. Correspondingly, these two weather systems (TY and NTY) show positive skewness designating that the rainfall rates are focused on the left to the mean. The
RSDs peculiarities between TY and NTY rainfall are evaluated in percentage parameter (Ratio of $N(D)$ in TY or NTY rainfall for the raindrop diameter $D$ and rainfall rate class $R$ to the raindrop concentration accumulations in TY and NTY rainfall) context, as explicated in Seela et al. (2018). The raindrop concentration percentages are appraised for both TY and NTY rainfall and are illustrated in Fig. 6. The percentage contribution of $N(D)$ for TY and NTY rainfall corroborated that small and mid-size drops ($<3$ mm) display superior percentage in TY than NTY rainfall. Nevertheless, large drops ($>3$ mm) unveil a higher percentage of $N(D)$ in NTY than TY rainfall.

Distributions of $D_m$ (mm) and $\log_{10} N_w$ ($m^{-3} \text{ mm}^{-1}$) for seven rainfall rate classes are depicted with box plots in Fig. 7. As can be seen from Fig. 7a, with the increase in rainfall rate class, $D_m$ values increase for both TY and NTY rainfall, which is due to a raise in large size drops concentration and a reduction in small drops concentration (Rosenfeld and Ulbrich, 2003; Krishna et al., 2016), and similar finding were noticed by previous researchers for both tropical cyclones and non-tropical cyclones rainfall (Bao et al., 2020; Deo and Walsh, 2016; Jayalakshmi and Reddy, 2014; Radhakrishna and Narayana Rao, 2010). On the other hand, $D_m$ values are greater in NTY than TY rainfall in all rainfall rate classes due to the predominant concentration of mid-size and small size raindrops in TY than NTY days (Fig.6). Compared to $D_m$, for all seven rainfall rate classes, the $\log_{10} N_w$ values are higher in TY than NTY rainfall (Fig.7b).

Scatter plots for $D_o$ [$D_o = (3.67+\mu)/A$] and $\log_{10} N_w$ values in different rainfall rate classes ($<5$, 5–10, 10–30, 30–50, and $>50$ mm h$^{-1}$) are depicted in Fig.8a and Fig.8b, respectively, for
TY and NTY rainfall. Likewise, the mean values of $D_o$ and $\log_{10}N_w$ in different rainfall rate classes for TY and NTY rainfall are depicted, respectively, in Fig. 8c and Fig.8d. The stratiform and convective classification lines of Thompson et al. (2015) and Bringi et al. (2009) are designated, respectively, with horizontal black dotted line and slant solid line in Fig.8. With the enhancement in the rainfall rate class, $D_o$ and $\log_{10}N_w$ distributions are narrowed for both TY and NTY rainfall. For rainfall rates $>10$ mm h$^{-1}$ and $<10$ mm h$^{-1}$, the $D_o$ and $\log_{10}N_w$ data points are distributed, respectively, in the convective and stratiform region of Bringi et al. (2009) (Fig. 8a &b). With the rise in the rainfall rate class, the mean $D_o$ values increase for both TY and NTY rainfall. Besides, for $R>10$ mm h$^{-1}$, mean $D_o$ and $\log_{10}N_w$ values are scattered in the convective region of Bringi et al. (2009) (Fig. 8c & d). As depicted in Fig. 8c &d, for rainfall rates $>10$ mm h$^{-1}$, TY (NTY) rainfall mean $\log_{10}N_w$ values are scattered over (below) the rainfall classification line of Thompson et al. (2015) (Fig. 8c & d), and this exhibits that to segregate the TY and NTY rainfall to stratiform and convective type, Bringi et al. (2009) classification method is superior to Thompson et al. (2015).

3.3 RSDs in precipitation types

Ample literature showed distinctiveness in the RSDs with precipitation type, and numerous methods were documented to segregate the precipitation into stratiform and convective type (Ma et al., 2019; Jayalakshmi and Reddy, 2014; Ulbrich and Atlas, 2007). For instance, Tokay and Short (1996) reported variations in convective precipitations to that of the stratiform regimes. Some studies emphasized the importance to adopt precipitation specific rainfall estimation relations (Ulbrich and Atlas, 2007). In this work, TY and NTY rainfall are segregated to convective and stratiform regimes based on the rain classification method detailed
in Ma et al. (2019). Distributions of mean $N(D)$ ($\text{m}^{-3} \text{mm}^{-1}$) with raindrop diameters for TY and NTY rainfall are depicted in Fig. 9a. Except for the first drop size bin, higher drop concentrations are noticed for convective rainfall than the stratiform rainfall. Concave shaped $N(D)$ with broader distribution in convective than stratiform is due to the breakup of large drops by collisions (Hu and Srivastava, 1995). The RSD characteristics demonstrated by the stratiform and convective precipitations show similar features to that of the earlier studies for continental (Jayalakshmi and Reddy, 2014) and oceanic regions (Krishna et al., 2016). On the other hand, in stratiform and convective regimes, the mid-size and large drops concentration is higher in NTY than TY rainfall. Variations in $D_m$ and $\log_{10}N_w$ for both precipitations of TY and NTY are depicted in Fig. 9b. The maritime and continental convective clusters of Bringi et al. (2003) are depicted with gray rectangles. For both TY and NTY rainfall, larger mean $D_m$ and $\log_{10}N_w$ values are noticed for convective precipitation. In contrast to that, in stratiform and convective regimes, the NTY rainfall exhibit smaller $\log_{10}N_w$ and larger $D_m$ values than TY rainfall.

### 3.4 Rainfall estimation relations

Uncertainties in the estimation of rainfall from weather radars can be minimized through region, weather system, and precipitation specific radar reflectivity and rainfall rate ($Z-R$) relations. In $Z = A R^b$ relation, size of the raindrops can be inferred from the coefficient ‘$A$’, and the exponent ‘$b$’ represents microphysical process (Atlas et al., 1999; Steiner et al., 2004; Atlas and Williams, 2003). The TY and NTY rainfall $Z-R$ relations are derived from the linear regression applied to $10^\ast \log_{10}R$, and $Z$, and are provided in Fig. 10. The coefficient values of $Z-R$ relations are larger in NTY than the TY for stratiform and convective precipitations, as well as for total rainfall. This variation is due the presence of significant number of large size drops in
NTY to that of the TY rainfall. The current TY rainfall $Z-R$ relations show disparity with the other locations tropical cyclones rainfall relations (Bao et al., 2020; Wen et al., 2018; Janapati et al., 2020). The possible reasons for the variations in other locations’ tropical cyclones $Z-R$ relations to that of the present TY rainfall could be due to geographical variations or the RSD measurements from different types of disdrometers. Moreover, the obtained TY and NTY days $Z-R$ relations are found to differ from the default ($Z=300 \, R^{1.4}$) and tropical $Z-R$ relationships ($Z=250R^{1.2}$), which suggests to adopt weather and region-specific $Z-R$ relations.

### 3.5 The rainfall rate relationships with $D_m$ and $N_w$

The normalized intercept parameter and mass-weighted mean diameter values can provide the RSD features, and these parameters were found to show uniqueness with the rainfall rate (Chen et al., 2016; Janapati et al., 2020). Distribution of $D_m$ and $\log_{10} N_w$ with rainfall rates for both weather systems are portrayed in Fig. 11. As can be seen from the figure, the distributions of $D_m$ gets narrowed with the increase in rainfall rates for both weather systems, and such behaviors were reported for tropical cyclone and summer season rainfall (Kumar and Reddy, 2013; Wen et al., 2018; Chang et al., 2009; Janapati et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019). No further fluctuations in the $D_m$ values at higher rainfall rates (> 25 mm h$^{-1}$) are due to the equilibrium condition in the RSDs (attained through raindrop breakup and coalescence processes) (Hu and Srivastava, 1995), and further increase in rainfall rates is due to the increase in number concentration under RSDs equilibrium condition (Bringi and Chandrasekar, 2001). The power-law equations for $D_m-R$ and $\log_{10} N_w-R$ are computed using a non-linear least squares method and are exemplified in Fig. 11. The evaluated $D_m-R$ ($\log_{10} N_w-R$) relations exhibit a
larger (smaller) coefficient in NTY rainfall than TY rainfall, which confirm that for given rainfall rates, the NTY rainfall had a higher $D_m$ and lower $N_w$ values than the TY rainfall.

3.6 KE–R and KE–$D_m$ relations

The raindrops reaching the ground with a certain amount of kinetic energy ($KE$) can erode the soil from the ground surface. Hence, the raindrops $KE$ or rainfall $KE$ is one of the critical physical quantities in soil erosion studies (Wischmeier, 1959; Kinnell, 1981). As the rainfall $KE$ is related to the raindrop diameter and its fall velocity, it can be evaluated through the RSD information (Kinnell, 1981). The empirical relations between the rainfall $KE$ and rainfall intensity are incorporated in assessing the rainfall erosivity factor (R-factor), one of the key parameters in soil erosion modeling studies (Renard et al., 1997; Janapati et al., 2019). To this end, we investigated the empirical relations between the rainfall $KE$ ($KE_{time}$ in J m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$; $KE_{nm}$ in J m$^{-2}$ mm$^{-1}$) and rainfall rate (mm h$^{-1}$) using non-linear least-squares regression method for TY and NTY rainfall. The distribution plots of $KE_{nm}$ and $KE_{time}$ with $R$ for TY and NTY rainfall are portrayed in Fig. 12. The $KE_{time}$–$R$ empirical relations are derived by fitting the data points with power and liner methods. For both TY and NTY days, the power-law line fitted well by passing through the middle of the data points at both lower and higher rainfall rates than the linear fit line (Fig. 12a & b). The $KE_{nm}$ and $R$ data points are fitted with power, logarithmic, and exponential law. Among three forms of relations, the power-law fitted well with the data points for both TY and NTY days (Fig. 12c &d). Moreover, empirical relations between $D_m$ (mm), the $KE_{nm}$ are evaluated for both TY and NTY rainfall and are given in Fig. 13. Comparison of present $KE$–$D_m$ relations with the East China seasonal rainfall $KE$–$D_m$ ($KE = -2.33D_m^2 + 21.05D_m - 7.79$) relation shows that both TY and NTY relations in Taiwan are different from that of East China (Wen et
The derived $KE-D_m$ relations can be used to estimate the $KE$ values from the remote-sensing radar (GPM DPR) measurements. The $KE_{time-R}$, $KE_{mm-R}$, and $KE-D_m$ relations and their statistical values are given in Table 2. For both $KE_{time-R}$, $KE_{mm-R}$ relations, the power-law exhibits higher CC and lower RMSE and NRMSE values, which suggest to adopt the power form equation to estimate the rainfall $KE$.

4. Discussion

To apprehend propitious mechanisms responsible for the discrepancies in RSDs between TY and NTY rainfall, re-analysis, remote sensing, and ground-based radar data sets are used. The water vapor and CAPE values for TY and NTY days depicted with a box plot in Fig. 14 signify that NTY days had strong convective activity with vigorous updrafts and downdrafts than TY days. Nonetheless, if we look at the storm and bright band heights (BBH) (Fig. 15), TY days had relatively higher BBH than NTY days and there is no apparent alterations in storm heights between TY and NTY days. Relatively higher BBH support the greater CER values for ice particles in TY than NTY days (Fig. 16b). Nevertheless, there is no much difference in the liquid particles CER median values between TY and NTY days (Fig.16a). The deep stratiform clouds in TY days offer sufficient time for the growth of ice crystals to large size (via aggregation and vapor deposition) and melt to big size drops once they cross the melting layer. Relatively higher BBH in TY days allowed the RSDs to reach equilibrium through various microphysical processes (collision, coalescence, and breakup) than NTY rainfall (Hu and Srivastava, 1995). In contrast, intense convection (with resilient updrafts and downdrafts) in NTY days enhances raindrops growth (through collision-coalescence and drop sorting processes), shoots smaller drops at higher altitudes, and allows large drops to reach the surface. The vertical profiles of air
temperature and relative humidity for TY and NTY days evidently illustrate that NTY days were
drier compared to that of the TY rainy days (Fig. 17), and hence, the rate of evaporation of small
drops (that were produced through the collision breakup processes) in NTY days was higher than
TY days resulting in more large drops in NTY days.

The radar reflectivity CFAD (contoured frequency-by-altitude diagrams) for (a) typhoon
(TY) and (b) non-typhoon (NTY) days are portrayed in Fig. 18. The vertical sky blue (dark
magenta) star line in Fig. 18a (Fig.18b) is the mean radar reflectivity profile of TY (NTY) days.
The white-star dotted profile in Fig.18a & b is the mean of both TY and NTY days’ reflectivity
profiles. The mean reflectivity profile of TY (NTY) days is less (higher) than the mean of TY
and NTY days’ reflectivity profile. A higher occurrence percentage of lower Z values (Z < 10
dBZ) in TY than NTY days can be seen at higher altitudes. In contrast to that, below the melting
layer, the occurrence percentage of higher reflectivity values (Z > 40 dBZ) is higher in NTY than
TY days. The mean vertical profiles of radar reflectivity for TY and NTY days are plotted in Fig.
19. It can be seen from the figure that the mean reflectivity values are higher in NTY than TY
days. As the radar reflectivity is directly related to the sixth power of raindrop diameter, higher
reflectivity profiles in NTY than TY days infer the predominance of large drops in NTY than TY
rainy days. The above-mentioned microphysical and thermodynamical processes resulted in
more big size drops and few small drops in NTY than TY days, resulting in higher $D_m$ and lower
$N_w$ values in NTY than TY days.
Raindrop size distributions (RSDs) of typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) days have been analyzed using long-term (2004-2016) disdrometer measurements from north Taiwan. Along with disdrometer data, other auxiliary (remote-sensing, re-analysis, and ground-based radar) data sets have been used to elucidate the feasible mechanisms liable for the distinctions in RSDs concerning TY and NTY rainfall. The NTY days have more big size drops and less small size drops than TY days, resulting in larger $D_m$ and smaller $N_w$ values in NTY days. Likelihood for the diverse microphysical processes between TY and NTY rainfall is exemplified by exclusive separation in TY and NTY rainfall normalized raindrop spectra at $D/D_m > 2$. The classification of RSDs to varying rainfall rates and precipitation (stratiform and convective) regimes clearly show smaller $D_m$ and larger $N_w$ values in TY than NTY days. The percentage contribution of large (small and mid-size) drops to $N_t$ and $R$ is lower (higher) in TY than NTY rainfall. For both TY and NTY rainy days, stratiform precipitations $D_m$ and $N_w$ values are smaller than the maritime and continental clusters, while, convective precipitations $D_m$ values are approximately within the range of maritime clusters. The rainfall kinetic energy and intensity ($KE_{time-R}$ and $KE_{mm-R}$) relations evaluated for both TY and NTY rainy days reveal greater performance of power relation than other types, and confirms to use power form of $KE-R$ relations in assessing the rainfall erosivity factor for TY and NTY rainfall events. The enumerated $Z-R$, $D_m-R$, $N_w-R$, $KE_{time-R}$, $KE_{mm-R}$, and $KE_{mm-D_m}$ relations showed profound diversity between TY and NTY rainfall and substantiate the significance of adopting precipitation specific empirical relations in evaluating the rainfall rate and kinetic energy values. Overall, present study confirms that relatively higher convective activity with drier conditions in NTY than TY days significantly wedged the disparities in RSDs with dissimilar microphysical
processes. The current observational outcomes could benefit in appraising the radar precipitation estimation algorithms, cloud modeling, and rainfall erosivity in north Taiwan for TY and NTY rainfall events.
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Table 1. Rainy minutes (N), mean, standard deviation (Std), Skewness and Kurtosis of seven rainfall rate classes for typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainy days of summer seasons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rain rate class</th>
<th>Rain rate threshold (mm h⁻¹)</th>
<th>Typhoon (TY)</th>
<th>non-typhoon (NTY)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No. of samples</td>
<td>Mean (mm h⁻¹)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.1 ≤ R &lt; 1</td>
<td>9317</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>1 ≤ R &lt; 2</td>
<td>3274</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>2 ≤ R &lt; 5</td>
<td>4747</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>5 ≤ R &lt; 10</td>
<td>2799</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>10 ≤ R &lt; 30</td>
<td>2313</td>
<td>16.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>30 ≤ R &lt; 50</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>38.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>R &gt; 50</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>67.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td>2307</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Statistical parameters [correlation coefficient: $R^2$, Root mean square error (RMSE), normalized RMSE] for typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainy days.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weather system</th>
<th>Statistical parameter</th>
<th>$KE_{time-R}$</th>
<th>$KE_{num-R}$</th>
<th>$KE_{num-Dm}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TY</td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NRMSE</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTY</td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>38.012</td>
<td>30.745</td>
<td>4.599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NRMSE</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Map of Taiwan with disdrometer (green color circle) and radars (red color triangles) sites.
Figure 2. The JWD and rain gauge daily accumulations scatter plot for (a) typhoon (TY) and (b) non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall.
Figure 3. (a) Distributions of mean concentration \(N(D)\), in \(\text{mm}^{-1} \text{m}^{-3}\) with raindrop diameter for typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall and their (b) normalized spectra.
Figure 4. The probability distribution functions (PDF) of (a) mass-weighted mean diameter, $D_m$ (mm), (b) $\log_{10} N_w$ ($N_w$ is the normalized intercept parameter in mm$^{-1}$ m$^{-3}$), (c) $\log_{10} R$ ($R$ is rainfall rate in mm h$^{-1}$), and (d) $\log_{10} W$ ($W$ is the liquid water content in g m$^{-3}$) for typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall.
Figure 5. Contribution of drop diameter classes (Diameter < 1 mm, 1–2 mm, 2–3 mm, 3–4 mm, and 4–5 mm) to (a) total number concentration $N_t$ (m$^{-3}$) and (b) rainfall rate $R$ (mm h$^{-1}$) in typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall. Percentage of (c) total number concentration $N_t$ (m$^{-3}$) and (d) rainfall rate $R$ (mm h$^{-1}$) in each diameter class for typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall.
Figure 6 Percentage contribution of $N(D)$ (mm$^{-1}$ m$^{-3}$) in different rainfall rate classes for typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall.
Figure 7. Box plot of (a) $D_m$ (mm) and (b) $\log_{10} N_w$ ($\text{mm}^{-1} \text{m}^{-3}$) in seven rainfall rate classes for typhoon (TY) (sky blue color) and non-typhoon (NTY) (dark magenta color) rainfall. The center line of the box indicates the median, and the bottom and top lines of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The bottom and top of the dashed vertical lines indicate the 5th and 95th percentiles, respectively.
Figure 8. Scatter plots of $D_0 - \log_{10} N_w$ for (a) typhoon (TY) and (b) non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall, mean values of $D_0$ and $\log_{10} N_w$ for (c) typhoon (TY) and (d) non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall in different rainfall rate ranges. Stratiform and convective precipitation separation line of Thompson et al. (2015): TH15 and Bringi et al. (2009): BR09 are represented, respectively, with horizontal dotted line and inclined solid line.
Figure 9. (a) Distribution of $N(D)$ (m$^{-3}$ mm$^{-1}$) with raindrop diameter in stratiform and convective precipitation for typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall. (b) Variations of $\log_{10} N_w$ (where $N_w$ is the normalized intercept parameter in mm$^{-1}$ m$^{-3}$) with $D_m$ (mass-weighted mean diameter in mm) in stratiform and convective regimes for typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall. The horizontal gray dashed line is the Marshall-Palmer value of $\log_{10} N_w$ (3.9) for exponential shape. The green dash dotted line is the stratiform and convective separation line of Bringi et al. (2003).
Figure 10. Scatter plots of radar reflectivity ($Z$, dBZ) and rainfall rate in logarithmic scale ($10\log_{10} R$, dB$R$, $R$ in mm h$^{-1}$) for typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall.
Figure 11. Distributions of $D_m$ (mm) and $\log_{10} N_w$ ($N_w$ in mm$^{-1}$ m$^{-3}$) with rainfall rate ($R$, mm h$^{-1}$) for typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall.
Figure 12. Scatter plots of rainfall kinetic energy ($KE$) [time-specific $KE, KE_{time}$; volume-specific $KE, KE_{mm}$] with rainfall rate ($R$, mm h$^{-1}$) for typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall.
Figure 13. Scatter plots of volume-specific KE ($K_{E_{mm}}$ in J $m^{-2}$ $mm^{-1}$) with $D_m$ (mm) for typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall.
Figure 14: Variations in (a) convective available potential energy (CAPE, J Kg\(^{-1}\)) and (b) vertical integral of water vapor (kg m\(^{-2}\)) for typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall. The center line of the box indicates the median, and the bottom and top lines of the box indicate the 25\(^{th}\) and 75\(^{th}\) percentiles, respectively. The bottom and top of the dashed vertical lines indicate the 5\(^{th}\) and 95\(^{th}\) percentiles, respectively.
Figure 15. (a) Bright band (BB) and (b) storm heights box plots for typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall.
Figure 16. (a) Liquid, (b) ice particles cloud effective radii (CER, μm) values for typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall.
Figure 17. (a) Mean air temperature (°C) and (b) relative humidity (%) profiles for typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall.
Figure 18. Radar reflectivity contoured frequency-by-altitude diagram (CFAD) from six ground-based radars for (a) typhoon (TY) and (b) non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall.
Figure 19. Mean radar reflectivity profiles of typhoon (TY) and non-typhoon (NTY) rainfall.